DEVELOPMENTS IN SPACE POLICY AND LAW IN THE SOUTH CAUCASUS

9TH SESSION "UNIVERSITY-LEVEL EDUCATION IN SPACE POLICY AND LAW"

TATIA NIKVASHVILI, GNCA
AZERBAIJAN

LAW ON SPACE ACTIVITIES

- Use of outer space for peaceful purposes
- Protection of national interests
- Use of space resources
- State control over national activities
- Safety of the space industry
- Disposal of space waste

THE RULES AND CONDITIONS OF LICENSING OF SPACE ACTIVITIES

CERTIFICATION OF SPACE TECHNOLOGIES

LIABILITY ISSUES

STATE REGISTRY OF SPACE OBJECTS
EDUCATION

- BAKU STATE UNIVERSITY
- AZERBAIJAN UNIVERSITY
- KHAZAR UNIVERSITY
- AZERBAIJAN STATE UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMICS
- AZERBAIJAN DIPLOMATIC ACADEMY
- NACKCHIVAN STATE UNIVERSITY
LAW ON SPACE-RELATED ACTIVITIES

“ADVANCED TOMORROW” 2020

Tax exemptions?

GEOCOSMOS

THE RULES AND CONDITIONS OF LICENSING OF SPACE ACTIVITIES

THE RULES FOR REGISTRATION OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND OBJECTS

THE RULES OF OBTAINING AGREEMENT FROM THE AUTHORISED BODY FOR THE ALIENATION BY THE OPERATOR OF THE SPACE OBJECTS AND/OR EQUIPMENT IN FAVOR OF ANOTHER OPERATOR
EDUCATION

- YEREVAN STATE UNIVERSITY
- AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF ARMENIA
  - Special topics in politics and governance
- EURASIA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
- ARMENIAN STATE UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMICS
- RUSSIAN-ARMENIAN UNIVERSITY
GEORGIA'S INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY AGENCY
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION OF GEORGIA
NATIONAL AGENCY OF PUBLIC REGISTRY

COOPERATIONS WITH AZER COSMOS

OUTER SPACE TREATY?

NO SPACE AGENCY
NGO: GEORGIAN SPACE RESEARCH AGENCY
EDUCATION

- TBILISI STATE UNIVERSITY
- ILIA STATE UNIVERSITY
- GEORGIAN INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
- UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
- SULKHAN-SABA ORBELIANI STATE UNIVERSITY
- GEORGIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY SEU
- NEW VISION UNIVERSITY
- BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY
MULTIDISCIPLINARY SUMMER COURSE ‘24

SPACE LAW & POLICY
APPLICATION OF AI IN SPACE
ETHICS OF AI
BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATION IN SPACE

NEW VISION UNIVERSITY
ADVOCACY
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
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